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News-Lites
By l'V'alter King
ACTION AGAINST INFLATIONEveryone's talking about inflation,
but merchants in Newbury, Mass., are
doing s9mething about it.
John E. Swanson, a hardwate dealer,
proposed that all merchants slash prices
10 per cent and refuse to pay what they
considered excessive p~ices for their
goods
The Northeast Essex Development
Council, an organization claiming 100
merchant members, is supporting the
plan, which it hopes will become a national movement.
'X'e hope so, to0.
·-<>- -
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HARDING COLLEGE. SEARCY, ARKANSAS

One Week Exhibit
Will Feature Work
Of Art ·Department

Stapleton Named
Searcy Delegate
Mrs. E. R. Stapleton, delegate from
the local branch of the American Association of University Women, attended the National Convention held
in Dallas, April 14-19.
Mrs. E. M. Archer, president of the
Arkansas Division, and Mrs. Tom W.
Burres of Jonesboro, president-elect,
headed the delegation of 33 _Arkansas
women attending.
The convention opened April 14
with a keynote address by Dr. Helen
C. White, AAUW National president
for the past six years.
The convention moved from Dallas
to Fort Worth on Wednesday where a
joint \educational-social studies session
was held. A fellowship dinner ended
the meeting Friday night.

Ch
a ters Ar
·
Reproductio

f '' h
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The cast of characters for the final
A student art exhibit, held annually
each spring by the Harding art departlyceum production of the year was rem~nt, will open ~unday, May 4, at 3:00
leased this week by Dr. Joseph Pryor,
p. m., Mrs. Perry Mason, department
president of the Era Omega cast of
head announced Tuesday. ·
Alpha Psi Omega, dramatic group proBeginning Sunday afternoon, with
Mildred Lanier, contralto, was preducing the play.
entries of approximately rwenty-five or
sented in her senior voice recital April
thirty stude?ts, the art display will be on
Parts assigned for "The Spy", a
17, with Jo O 'Neal as pianist.
exhibit during the week in the north
Her program was as follows: "Alma three-act drama written by Mrs. J. N.
and south rooms of the Godden Hal~
The Searcy Symphony society pre- Mia", Handel; "Nur ver die Sehnsucht Armstrong and chosen for reproduction
reception center.
sented the Arkansas State Symphony kennt," Tchaikovsky; "La Couer de Ma this year because of popular demand,
Orchestra, with • William Hacker con- Mie". Dalcroze; "The Wanderer," include Mildred Lanier as Susan HaySeveral art students will be on duty
Sunday afternoon and Monday to
ducting, in a concert program at the Schubert; "In the Boat," Grieg; "At wood, Mrs. Jim Cone as Mistress Hayguide visitors and explain the work
Searcy High School Monday, April 21 Night", Rachmaninof;
"The Lost wood, Betty Spruell in the role of ReTHE GROIVTH OF A STATEat 8:00 p. m.
that has been done by the department.
Chord", Sullivan; ''The Pasture", Nag- becca 'Scott; Edna Hodge as Tabitha
, Nine hundred and forty-one new inAlthough Searcy residents have been
"V'oelvet Shoes", Thompson; Stevens; Rutb Benson as Dorothy John
The program was begun with the inski;
dustrial installations have been completespecially invited to attend the exhibit
presentation of "Symphony in D Min- "Summer Rain", Willeby; and
"Let son; Kathryn Cone as Mollie Haywood.
ed in Arkansas in the last two years.
on the opening afternoon, everyone is
or", Sesar Franck, presenting the three All My Life Be Music", 'Spross.
Fayetta Coleman as Nancy Ha,ywood;
This fact was brought out in a speech invited to visit the display that day and
Movements: "Lento-Allegro non tropIn addition to accompanying Miss
Dr. Ray Stapleton in the role of Uncle
by Governor Ben Laney at the annual
tlrn;mghout the week, Mrs. Mason said.
po", "Allegretto", and "Allegro non Lanier, Miss O'Neal presented two
Peter; Jo Connell, Mam Dicey; Jack
convention of the Arkansas Junior
Among -Outstanding features of the
piano solos, "Woodland Sketches'', Mctroppo".
Wood Sears as Robert Paige; Joe PryChamber of Commerce at Hotel Noble
1947 display will be portraits of studFollowing in order were: "Siegfried's Dowell; and "Romance", Silbelius.
or as John Abbott; Charles Huddlesin Blytheville, April 19th.
ents done in various mediums.
Funeral Music from Gotterdammerung"
ton, Dick Haywood; Forest Moyer as
Capital investments amounted to $70,Of special interest also will be a still
The Department of Music of Har- Richard Wagne.::; "Tales From Vienna
Colonel livingston, British officer;
183,000, and· the payrolls of the 24,- life piece done in charcoal, tempera, vard University has invited. Professor
Woods", Johann Strauss; "Espana RhaTherman Healy, his orderly; and Sam916 new jobs total $42 ,327,950, the pastel, water colors, pen and ink, oil, C. R. Haflinger, head of Harding's
psody", Emmanuel Chabrier.
mie Swim, American Soldier.
Governor revealed.
and pencil, representing every medium music department, to attend a symThe per capita income in Arkansas
that is available in the department at posium on music criticism May 1, 2,
The scene o fthe play is in a Whig
has increased from $25 0 :!1 1940 to an
this time.
and 3 at Cambridge, Massachusetts. Athome existing in the time of the Amer
estimated $776 in 1946, Govern.::!
Landscape work will include among
Rehearsals have been started by the ican Revolution, and its plot centers atendance is by invitation only because
Laney reported.
various scenes of the college campus seating capacity of the Harvard Halls
Academy dramatic dub on a one-act round the activities of one of the house-o-tlle administration building, the en- in which the meetings and concerts will
comedy directed by Forest Moyer and hold who turns out to be a spy. This
trance gate, and the dining hall.
Ernie Wilkerson. Production date has role, played several times in the past
be held is limited. The chairman of
BABY PLAYS THE PIANOAlong with' several other newcomers the music department has selected repnot been set.
by Mrs. L. C. Sears, is that taken by
Twenry-one-month-old Ga:ry Trent,
who
will,
this
week,
have
their
handiDuring
the
past
few
weeks
two
The play, "Angel Face", has the Fayetta Coleman as a girl supposedly
resentatives.
of
groups
of
musicians
of Freelandville, Ind., is one of the
work on exhibit for the first 'time, is
from throughout the country, with Harding eating establishments, the Col- following cast of characters: Doug demented by a fall from a horse
most exceptional babies of recent yt:ars.
John
W
angor,
freshman
from
Brookthose chosen who are virally interested lege Inn and Morgan's Beanery, have Reaves, Mr. Henry Summers; Geneva
Although blind since birth, Gary
Under the direction of Mrs. Jim
unds:rgone remodding and bu_ilding im- Meurer, Mrs. Summers; Allen Brown,
has learned to paly half a dozen popul- lyn, New York, who enrolled in the in music criticisms.
Cone and Dr. Jack Wood Sears, the
art department this term. His work
Grandpa
provements.
Summers;
Kathryn
Cone,
~ue
Among those on the program will be
ar tunes on the piano. He le'.lrns by
drama was originally written by Mrs.
will consist chiefly of still life selections such well-known musicians and critics
Interior painting, the building of Summers, the baby of the family, ironimitating his father.
Also included in the new exhibition as Alfred Frankenstein, Archibald, new display racks, and rearranging of ically known as Angel Face; Mary Jo Armstrong for the purpose of including
A Baitimore lady, Mrs. Ros~ Feigugroup are Biij Wells, laudscapes; Bud Davidson, Sessions, Wind, Samaroff, showcases was finished at the Inn last lawyer, Peggy Summers;. Golden Young every member of a graduating class at
son has offered her eyes, after death,
Harper, Kansas. Given for the first
Thomas, landscapes, still life and por- Thompson, and Olin Downes.
week. Under the direction of Mrs. Mary 5ummers; Bobby Butler, Roger
to the young prodigy.
time at Harper, it was repeated several
traits; Mary E. Kerr, still life; Bill
Purpose o,f the symposium is to per- Chandler and Mrs. Traylor, managers, Sutten, Mary's date; Bruce Rhodes,
-0-times while the school was located at
Simpso~, still life; Howard Cox, car- mit discuss ions of - the conditions in and Tom Dillinger, assistant manager, Andy 'Stevens, Peggy's date.
Morrilton, and has been produced in
POWER. OF THE PRESStoons and caricatures; and Jimmy Pitts, the country's cultural life by musicians the Inn has been redecorated and reSearcy.
David E. Lilianthal, recently conoils and water colors.
and artists. Specific aims will IX: to
~tocked. A drug department has been
Among Harding alumni who have
firmed by the Senate as chairman c.f
A few productions of the students
help listeners by providing competent \nstalled. Mrs. Traylor announces the
had roles in the past are Mrs. Cone,
the Atomic Energy Commission, says of Public 'School Art will also be on guides and interpreters and to foster
receiving of a shipment of new colwho repeats her original role this year;
that he never would have been accept- display during the exhibit.
institutions upon which it is incum- lege pennants.
Mrs. Cod:eman, and Virginia O'Neal,
ed if the press had not been "overHaving
recently
purchased
and
movbent to uphold the highest musical
who
played the part of the colored
whelmingly" fair , decent, independent,
taste and performance. These aims will ed an additional building to the site
mammy; Kern Sears, who played the
and above narrow partisanship.
Thirty-five
members
of
the
small
be accomplished through prepared pa- of his Beane.ty, Bill Morgan is having
-0-pers and open discussion to initiate a constructed and remodeling work done chorus left the campus at 7 :20 a. m. soldier son of Mistress Haywood, Edwin Hughes as the Tory neighbor playfundamental re-examination of the by Allywn Hart. Interior finishing on Saturday enroute to Detroit, Michigan,
HER.E'S THAT MAN AGAIN11.nd the National Federation of Music ed by Dr. Pryor; L. C. Sears, who was
principles
of
mus
ic
criticism
and
a
disceiling
and
walls
is
nearly
completed.
If you have been wondering about
th'e original Robert Paige, tlle role becussion of ~ritical problems which have Flourescent lighting has been installed Conference.
the lack of filibuster in the 'S\enate,
ing taken by ·his son; Mrs. Herbert
The
program
ia
Detroit
will
begin
in
the
front
and
booths
are
to
be
built,
been brought into prominence by conperhaps you have not noticed that SenLashlee;
Billy Mattox; and Dr. Benson,
increasing the number of patrons that Friday, April 25th, when the group
ditions in modern society.
ator Bilboe has also been missing from
member of the original graduating
will
sing
at
the
Hamilton
Boulevard
Professor Haflinger ~ill leave April may be served at a tiIQ.e. Hart plans to
that body.
(hurch. The Music Convention is to class.
have the work finished by May 1 .
A department of political science and . 28 and return May 5.
The senator is now reported, by Dr.
be held Saturday, the 26th, at the
an industrial education department are
Alton Oschner, as being a "well man··
Book-Cadillac Hotel and Music Hall.
two
features
of
an
expansion
program
who "will go back to Washington to
The group is invited to attend a
for Harding College outlined by Dr.
represent Mississippi." Dr. Oschner has
basket dinner on Sunday at the West
performed two operations on the sena- · George S. Benson in a talk at the
Side Central church, and will sing at
Kiwanis Club in Searcy last Thursday.
tor for cancer.
the Vinewood Avenue church that evenConstruction
on
the
,building
to
house
-oing. Monday morning they will leave
the industrial education department,
By Etoain Sbrdlu
Five members of the Harding press .
Detroit for Fort Wayne, Indiana.
WALLACE vsl CHURCH/Ur-which will offer training in various in(Editors Note: The sports ed assign- slaught - whose we won't say at this
The songs to be used at the conven- club will attend the annual convention
Henry A. Wallace's overseas attack
dusrries, will begin in the fall. A fund
ed Shrdlu, the Bison's ace reporter, to time. "Always" Wright waited for the ~ion are "Beautiful Savior", "Elijah'', meeting of the Arkansas College Press
of $100,000 is on hand for this puron the Truman administration has met
cover the Tigers-Red Sox baseball o- perfect ball and then it came! no it "Go, Song of Mine," and "There Is Association at Conway, Friday and Satwith strong opposition in the person
pose, he said.
didn't, yet it did, finally the curly Q No Other Help." The trip .is being urday, Bison Editor Barbara Brown
of Britian's famed war-time lead~r,
Other buildings to be started this fall pener Saturday. The following is the
thrown
by Tate ·hit Wright"s bat for made in the school bus and two cars, said Monday.
story
written
in
the
own
inimitable
include an air-conditioned library buildWinston Churchill.
Formed shortly after the first world
a double! Were the Tigers ever per- and the group will return April 30th.
style of said reporter.)
ing, an auditorium, a dormitory and a
Speaking at a Conservative party ralwar,
the Association is a professional
plexed?
!
Doug
Lawyer
assumed
the
The Tigers were the first to bat. Up
building for class rooms.
ly in London on April 18th, Churchill
organization
which endeavors to imbatting
pos1uon.
Ball
one!
Stee-rike
went
Moore
to
bar.
Wright
shot
him
a
Dr.
Benson
expressed
the
opinion
described Wallace as a "crypto Comprove college journalism in the state by
good one and blast! it went cadoodl- one! 'Stee-rike two! Stee-rike three!! and
that the goal of entrance into the
munist," and declared that he did not
having students get together and talk
ing across the field and he ran and ran you're out. Doug lifted his fallen face
North Central Accredited Association
have the courage to explain the deover their problems.
will be reat hed within 18 months. He -home. Next up to bat for the Tig- and walked away from home.
stination for which he is making.
Neil B. Cope, professor of journalers
was
Carl
Tate,
alias
the
Babe
Ruth
estimated that tlje present building proWallace retaliated in a speech to a
At -this time a lady called time out
ism here, is sponsor of the association,
of che' team. Steerike one ! Umpire to walk across the field-unknowingly
gram will take three years.
.
group of trade union leaders in Oslo,
Two Harding teachers, Mrs. E. R. which includes virtually all the col"Building for citizenship" will be Bell called; stee-rike two! And then he this act was done by her incidentally.
Norway, on April 19th. He told the
'Stapleton
and Emmett Smith, attended leges in the state.
hit.
The
ball
ran
right
to
third
basethe
chief
·
aim
of
the
department
of
group that Churchill "dare not confess
A few minutes later the ball game was
Paul Nolan, editor of the "Echo,",
the annual convention of the Arkansas
man Campbell who threw it to first
political science, Dr. Benson stated.
publically the private convictions of his
continued.
·
student
publication of Arkansas State
Teachers
of
College
English
held
April
and
it
was
baseman
Doug
Lawyer
More apartment buildings for Hardgroup that war is inevitable."
This batting back and forth, back and 18-19 at Arkansas Tech, Russellville. Teachers college at Conway, is the oring students are now assured, Dean L. yes, I believe that's right - oh well you
---0-forth, went on all afternoon until it
Mrs. Stapleton presided over a panel ganization's president. ~
C. 'Sears said Monday, as he disclosed know what happened as well as I do.
HISTORIC FILES RIFLEDgot so dark - on exaggeration - any- discussion on rnmposition.
Those leaving Harding Friday afterThe Red Sox battled and batted, then
Washington, April 22.- Assistant that three additional army mess halls
way
it
was
6:30,
and
they
quit
at
the
noon
include Cope, Miss Brown,
·
Colleges
represented
were
the
UniSecretary of State Benton told the House are being obtained . for conversion into 'they quit and let the Red Sox bat for
end of six endings.
Blanche
'Tranu·m, busin'ess manager of
versity
of
Arkahsas,
College
of
Ozarks,
you
say
Jimsome
reason
what
did
Expenditures Sub-committee today that apartments similar to those now in use.
Sunday afternoon ye ole writer Arkansas Tech, Hendrix, Arkansas the Bison; Mary Ruth Scott, exchange
my? three outs? oh that's right - they
Construction on a new infirmary and
a high percentage of historic treati'es
found our the score was 12-4 in favor State Teachers, Harding, Little Rock editor and editorial writer, and Tommy
had three outs.
a class-room building is expected to be-some of them not duplicated for posof the Tigers. Thar was such a wonder- Junior College, Henderson State Teach- Thompson and Jimmie Atkinson, sports·
The "do or die" Red Sox came smilterity - are missing from department gin within the next few days, the dean
ers, Ouachita, 3nd Magnolia A. & M. staff.
ful
nap.
ing up to dl'e batting line for the onsaid.
files.

Arkansas Symphony
Plays In Searcy
Monday Evening

Lanier Recital
Given Thursday

Haflinger To Attend
Harvard Symposium

Academy Club Begins
Play Rehearsals

Changes Are Made
lo Beanery And Inn

Thirty-Five Leave
On Detroit Trip

Two New Departments
Will Be Featured
In Expansion Work

Press Members Go
To Conway Friday

Shrdlu Gets Taken In
By First Baseball Game

English Teachers
Attend Meeting
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Happy Jolting To Y~u

Question of The Week

Well-wishers were up Saturday to see them offl And the bus
load of Harding choristers left almost on. schedule. To fill a ;chedule
-a schedule of "song programs in cities spread over a distance of 1000
miles. To bring to those cities as much of the joy and meaning and
understanding and beauty of a singing Harding as it was in their
power to do .
True worship in song and the st1rnng beauty that results there·
from has made Harding's traditional music famous throughout the
years. People visiting on the campus for the first time are invariably
amazed at 1~he spirit and knowledge of song manifested wherever
students are gathered to sing. They are amazed because they haven't
heard anything like it before. Why?
The reasons lie in the fact that too few home congregations know
or think about the importance of this one of God's greatest gifts to
man, the ability to sing. They haven't leaders. They don't learn
music. They fail to realize what they are missing.
People in state schools haven't heard singing like it except perhaps in trained choirs or choral ensembles. Their students don't gath·
er in groups to sing. The only practice they get is on an occasional
outing or picnic. And the . songs they sing are of a different type.
No, those songs don't flow from the heart without seeming ef ·
fort; they don't come from a joy of living with people who come near·
er being ideal associates than anywhere else one might be; they don't
come from a proud feeling of love for their school; they don't come
from a spontaneous urge and desire to praise and thank a God who
has given so much!
Harding isn't bragging. She's just letting you in on the secret
of her success. That's the secret the group of Harding students who
will sing at the National Federation of Music Clubs Conference in
Detroit today took with them. It's the secret they are going to give
to the audiences of every program on which- they sing who will dis·
cover and accept it.
-B. B.

SPEAKING OF PICTURES
The Beanery, alas. Oft a subject for elucidation, oft a fond memory of
lonely hearts - the Beanery.
Scenes are changing there these days Allywn Hart, contractor extraordinary,
is putting the place up to class. Dale Johnson, Wayne Moody, and Jimmie At·
kinson fry mean hamburgers - and that's no gag, son. Bill Morgan's potential
restaurant, whiik gaining room and beauty is losing much of its memory material.
As we recall, the Beanery originated in the hands of B¢llf 'Smith, who oper·
ated the establishment on the corner where now stands a greater White House
In its humble beginning the eBanery's patrons outnumbered its seating capacity
about 100 to l. The ratio has increased since then. Burgers of various varieties
were staple offerings.
Afuer the leaving of Beuf came the Lawyer age.

Changing

h~ds

every

few months, the Beanery bounced back and forth from the Lawyers to collegiate
proprietors. The building moved down about a half-block, situating itself in an
Eastern-facing position.
The next thing we remember is seeing the place located across the ·railroad
tracks viest of me college laundry. Here it was managed for a while by Simon
Moye, falling inevitably once more into the hands of Doug Lawyer, Inc. Shortly
afterward, William Xenophone Morgan took over, obtained a sister building for
the Beanery, and beyan remodeling.
It just goes to show that you never can tell when that of an humble begin·
ning will hit big time.

.

BREATHE DEEPLY, FRIEND

--~--oOo----

Fishpond Reflections

All around the grass is green, the sun is shining down (Tuesday) , and. the
air is scented with the sweet fragrances of Spring. The first real day of the
9ea.Son has come, and ,it's only a little over a month until summer. "Arkansas
weather," is the general comment. lt'!s magnif - and if we're lucky May will
be here before the next blizzard.

WHAT ARE YOU GOING TO DO
THIS SUMMER?
Grace Riggs : "Stay here and melt and take French, too, by the way".
Kerry Wyche: "Take fifteen hou rs
of Campusology."
Marie Walden : "Take Kerry. "
Fung 'Seen : "Stay here and beat my
brains out on a piano."
Leo Campbell : "Whistle at blondes.
I'm going to tell people you made it
up."
Jimmy Atkinson : "Going prospecting."
Pac Ballanger: "Work at home, play
on the beach - Current River beach,
that is - go to California, and come
back co the old routine."
Dale Johnson : "Operate the Beanery
on a commission."
Pinkie Ware : "Go to school, or
work, and vacation in Savannah."
Miriam Larsen: "Going to summer
school - since I've been going backward all year
now just a junior
in high school."
Joyce Quint: "Going back to Oregon to work and play."
Melvin Ganus: "Give a big weekend
party for Harding." (Everyone is in-

I'm

viced. )
Martha Walston: "Head for home
and make the peach orchard:·
Marvin Brooker: "Go back to Florida where I can eat, sleep, and relax in
the summer sunshine."
Ann Spiro:
"Work and save my
money to buy a ring for Him.'·
Lou Dugger : "Get married.''
Mary Ruth Scott : "Go to Canada
and Erie. " ·
Helen Dean : "Learn to sew."
Ken Brady : "Wait for August."
Doyle Evans : "Go to Des Moines to
work - my home is Leon, Iowa. (Extra information is free of charge.)

PICK-UPS
AWS girls of Western
Washington Colle~ have
been making trips to the
high schools from which
. they graduated to talk to
jj girls about college life.
Scott Panel discussions were hel,i
concerning college activities, housing
conditions, and vocations.
-0--

Happy Birthday!
April 24
April 27
April 27
April 28
April 28
April 28
April 28
April 29
April 29

Clyde Johnson
Eva Mae McEvan
Bula Moudy
Paxson Gordon
Mary Lee Strawn
Margaret Clampitt
Clyde Clayton
Amel Leon Wall
Vivian Rogers

This also was found in the WW
Collegian:
The freshman was getting back his
first theme.
"This said the instructor, is the best
paper i~ the class. The freshman's fat.::e
became neon. "Yes'', explained the instructor, "Watermarked bond."

crifc plant in Redondo Beach. His address is 401 Emerald Street.

--0-

Prom the Park Stylur .
"The height of conceit is a person
who works crossword puzzl~ with a
fountain pen."

-0-Now that spring is here, all a•bud, and a·bloom again, the center
--0With the advent of spring, student
Mabrey and Madge Miller and their
of the activity of the campus revolves more than ever about the small
THE DRAMATIC CLUB IS MISSING
poetry fills the columns of many papers
oval fishpond with which every newcomer became acquainted. Per· real talent in failing to see that Julie Hughes has some roles. She displayed her six months old daughter are in Boise, this week. Here is one which comes
Idaho, where Mabrey is preaching. He
haps the most famous of Harding landmarks, it is shaded by a huge abilities in Journalism 202 one day last week when she ad libed a convincing
from the Park 'Stylus, and quite apgraduated in 1943 and Madge attend·
propriately bears the title,
oak tree whose branches also shelter a concrete bench at its side. role as a young woman who had lost her husband in the Texas City disaster and ed Harding in 1945 . .
AN UNUSUAL APPROACH
Nearer to the fishpond is a cherry tree whose branches bend over been an e)le witness to it. Nathan Lamb wasn't exactly a flop either as the
--0Mr. and Mrs. Homer H . Hawes live in Just
the edge as though during the one spring in which it was in bloom sympathetic roving reporter out for a story. To say the least, both showed a
in Owosso, Michigan, where he serves spring when the world is mudit spent so much time admiring its reflection that it could never grow lively amount of imagination.
luscious the littk
as minister.
straight again.
CHORUS TRIPPERS WROTE
Since their icay here in 1945, Homer
lame baloonman
Have you ever thought that the fishpond reflects every phase before completely out of Arkansas, that they were all ready having a wonderful has attended Lutheran Theological wistles far and wee
of life at Harding? Into its mirror surface night and day are poured time. Their big day, we understand, is today.
Southern Seminary, Columbia, South and eddieanbill come
running from marbles and
Carolina. They have three children:
reflections of faces, voices, songs. The fishpond hears the tramp of
piracies
and it's
Carol,
6;
Janice,
4;
and
Eugene,
four
feet pointed to or from classes, and catches the reflection of faughter
spring
months.
and smiles, or occasionally that of a pensive, overly·serious expression.
when the world is puddle-wonderful
-o-At mid-morning the sound of chapel singing drifts from the audiMiss Gail Overton has taught school the queer
torium and silently is dissolved in its ripples. Then, as all Harding
in Rose Bud, Arkansas, this year. Here old baloonman whistles
in 1944, she plans to return to Hard - far and wee
bows in prayer, quietude reigns around the fishpond .
,
Mrs. Sam Eades, ing chis summer.
and bettyandisbel come dancing
Afternoon may find a group stopping for a moment to watch
the former Alta Lee
from hopscotch and jumprope and
-0-Sarah
Fuller
Flower
was
the
second
the waterlilies before going on to work or play. Dusk comes slowly,
Boltinghouse, is teachJames D . Groves, '35 -'3 7, preaches it's
daughter of Benjamin . Flower, an Engand one by one the lights of Godden Hall can: be seen in the oval's lish Unitarian, and her sister, Eliza,
ing the sixth grade in for the Vinewood church in · Detroit spring
surface. They wink at one another as people strolling along the side· provided her poetic temperment with
'Sheridan,
Arkansas. and is chairman of the board of the and
She Qlans to teach the proposed Michigan Christian Academy.
the
walk gaze wistfully at the benches around, then slowly move on to· a rich musical background. Sarah comgoat-footed
first
grade
in
North
0
posed
many
verses
during
her
lifetime,
wards the lights of the library. Perh~ps they sniff the crisp air and
Little Rock this comMr. and Mrs. Norris Amann are baloonMan whistles
set
them
to
music.
and
Eliza
often
think with distaste of the warm musty smell of booki.
ing school year.
She working in the Veteran Medical Depot far
The fishpond sees other things too. It hears the click of a foot·
Smith
Sarah was married and widowed
graduated from Hard· in Denver. Mrs. Norris, the former and
ball player's shoes as he dashes toward the field in the afternoon. It while yet very young, and from that ing in 1933.
Venda 'Showers, w~ an academy stud- wee.
-E. E. Cummings.
-0-ent here in 1943.
hears the swish of a girl's evening dress at night after a banquet, as time on lived with her sister. Their
association
was
constant.
While
stayit catches a pastel pink and blue taffeta reflection.
Mr. and Mrs. Gayle Oler are work·
ing at Eliza's home, Sarah one night
Then again, there are times whe nthe fishpond's waters go flying dreamed that she was standing by the ing now in the Boles Orphan Home in
skyward as weight hits its surface, and the noise of the following splash mounds where Jacob once pitched his Quinland, Texas, where he is superinis drowned out by the yells and laughs of fun-loving boys who have tent in Bethel. It was a wild and bare tendent. Mr. Oler attended Harding in
Official student weekly newspaper published during the regul:ir school year
1930. They have four children: Paul
sanctuary. In her dream she saw the
chosen a "drippy" way to punish one of their number.
by the studeots of Harding College, Searcy, Arkansas.
Robert, 10; Gayle Edward, 13; Mary
Who is the senior that has not, as graduation day drew near, wandering exile, Jacob, to whom God Kathryn, 5; and Sarah Ellen , 2.
Manbtt.
had revealed Himself in such forsaken
-0-tried to find a few moments when no one w·as near the fishpond to surroundings. 'She realized anew that
J:\ssociated Colle5iate PreJ
0ne graduate of · 37, Theodore E.
sit and retrace with the mind's eye each day spent on the campus, the Lord is mindful of His own, howEntered
as
second
class matter August 18, 1936, at Searcy, Arkanslb po~t
King, and his family are living in El
and to bend once more to catch his own reflection because it might ever lonely their ways of life. She aDorado, Oklahoma, where he is both
Qffice under act of March 3, 1879. Subscriptioo $1.00 per year.
be the last time that the fishpond would recognize his face as one of woke, got up at once, and put down preashing and teaching school. They
the words of the beloved hymn, "Nearher immediate own. This year, as in years past, don't you think if
Editor
have tW,O children, John and Sandra
Barbara Brown
er My God to Thee." Eliza wrote a
a fishpond could make a wish, that it would wish that every dream for tune which was for some time used Lou.
Faculty Advisor
Neil B. Cope
-0-the future mirrored in the eyes of a Harding graduate could come with the hymn.
Business Manager:
Blanche Tranum
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hueter are
true?
-M.R. S.
Secretary
Maxine Mercer
living
in Manila, Arkansas. Mrs. Bueter
Dr. Low.ell Mason later gave it the
Morgan Buffington
Acting Circulation Manager
the former Jo Cranford, was here last
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Remedy
Have you tried this simple remedy for impatience? Sometimes
it works; in fact, the more often you try it, the more successful it
becomes.
Try placing yourself in the position of the person
has caused
your momentary impatience. Not just halfway, but ¢ompletely, as
regards their age, ability, interests, position, tempern{ent. It isn't
impossib.le . . . and it can help you overc;me that la~k . of patience
with others that so often causes the type of rudeness and( lack of court·
esy of which Dean Sears spoke in a recent chapel address.

wpo

1

tune loved by all, and which is associated with the great Titanic disaster.
The morning after the ship sank, all
the world knew how, as the' end drew
near, the ship's band shifted from its
music of revelry to the tune of this
hymn, and passenger.s and crew all
joined in the singing.
Nearer My God, to Thee,
Nearer to Thee!
E'en though it be a cross
That raiseth me :
Still all my song shall be
Nearer my God to Thee,
Nearer to Thee.

year. She was a member of the Tofebt
and Arkansas Qubs. They have one
child, Marden 'Stafford, born March
first.
-0--

James L. Keown is now in the Philippine Islands in the Army. Here in
1943 and a member o fthe TNT club,
he plans to return to Harding when he
receives his discharge.
-0--

Gene Koken writes from California
that he would like to see any Harding
·students who come out that way. J-Ie
is working as an expiditor in the air·
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ness in this present world, and his eternal destiny.
-o--

APRIL 14.Prompred by the recent accident
which cosr Russeil J ohnson his life,
Dean L. C. Sears brought forth a number of safety reminders.
He urged the frequent checking of
mechanical equipment, avoiding the
drinking of intoxicants while driving,
driving under emotional strain and
carelessness in driving.

1,,

future international relations.
The conference really accomplished
nothing, Benson stated, because of
Russia's unwillingness to come to terms
on a German treaty. Such a result is
now likely to produce an economic race
between the greater powers, and may
lead to another war, he said.
T he plan of the United States to
lend financial aid to Greece will probably be followed by such loans to other
APRIL 15.countries. Russia believes it will lead
Professor Clifton Ganus drew an un- to American bankruptcy, and is biding
usual round of applause with a speech her time.
of Freedom - that for which men ha e
Hence, Benson predicted, we are gofought and died, all men desire and ing to see more attempts to get our
few attain.
financial and economic system on a
Pointing to the world's unsettled his- firmer basis. It will mean lower wages,
tory he stressed the two views of free- lower prices, a longer working week,
dom which have determined the de- and increased production for small as
stinies of people of all ages. False con- . well as large industries, he said.
ceptions of freedom have led to chaos
-0-and war, and drenched the earth with
APRIL
17.blood, he said. True freedom is that
Using Proverbs 4 :23 as a text, Prowhich recognizes the freedom of others
fessor S. A. Bell discussed the heart,
and respects human rights.
Even students of Harding College the spiritual mind of man.
Pointing to such characters
David
are nor free from false conceptions of
in
the
Old
Testament,
Bell
emphasizfreedom, Ganus stated. He urged that
students who find certain regulations ed that though "man looketh upon the
disagreeable to bring such matters to outward appearance, God looketh upon
the adminisrratJon rather than attempt the heart." It determines man's happito rake matters into their own hands.

------~~~......··--·-·-·~·--··------~~~------.......L-.....l

Phone 119

ALWAYS
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WELCOME

-at-

The Ideal' Shop

ECO N OM Y

i

C IT Y

FOOD

* *
PHONE 586

CA B

ARE INSURED"-

l

Mr. and M rs . 0 . G. Jones, Owners

KROGER'S
COMPLETE FOOD
MARKET

Shaves 25c

WE SPE<;IALIZE IN CHILDREN'S PORTRAITS
v'

Wm. WALKER STUDIO

l-

CALL 694

Romeo's Cafe
.

O KLAH OMA
TIRE AND SUPPLY CO.

MERCHANDISE
- - o--

Searcy,

-:-

JAMES L. FIGG

We don't feature Juliet

LICENSED
OPTOMETRIST

OUR SPECIALTY IS GOOD FOOD

because

--<>--Eyes T ested- Glasses Fitted

For The Finest

Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Arnold

U. S

4

Arkansas

WEARE
HAPPY TO HAVE

We - -· r poultry, eggs, hides, fur, etc., operate modern pecan shelling plant
Phone 156, Searcy, Ar11...
H. M. Thompson and M. 0. Thompson

I

.......

DIXIE

could not enjoy what
HARDING :STUDENTS . . ..
can now enjoy.·. ..

'1proved , R .0.P . Enriched Baby Chicks , Since 1927

...-.- -- -- ----- ~~

SHAKESPEARE . . ..

- - o -Searcy, Arkansas

THE THOMPSON H AT CH ERY & THE THOMPSON CC.

•:

W h en you have exposed your roll of film be
sure it is properly processed. Bring it to us for cor·
rect printing.

C OM PANY

Office At Roberson's Rendezvous

Haircuts 4-0c

35MM
FINE GRAIN DEVELOPING
BROMIDE ENLARGING

HOUR TAXI SERVICE

- "WE

"With or Without Conversation"

l

i
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i

I
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PHO NE 586

STAPLE AND FANCY

B. B. BENTON'S
BUSY BEE BARBER SHOP

••
•

Unexcelled
KODAK FINISHING

•

MARKET

White County
Equipment Company

1

UOUl
Variety

I
I

For
Compliments of -

Read of possibilities of million work
in The Canal Zone by Henry Fowler
from The Harvest Field. Now in stock
at the College Book Store.

"Study to show thyself approved ~to
God, a workman that
needeth not to be ashamed, rightly dividing
the word of truth."
( II. Tim. 2: 15)
Learn of the possibilities of mission
God himself has work in Africa. Read The Harvest Field
never ceased to work now in stock at the College Book Store.
SWIM
from the beginning,
and he wills that each of us should be
..---E-A__
S_T_M_A_R_K E T·-G-~-~-~-R---Y-1
coworkers with him. Every disciple has
In an effort to start correspondence a duty and is expected to fulfill it.
YOUNG
-OwnersHESSER
with children in other lands, fraining Duty means diligent, honest helpful
_ school students have recently written work.
927 EAST MARKET
letters to children in Ceylon, Ireland,
Though we cant\Ot see God ex,cept
Canada, Puerto Rico, Hungary, and through the eyes of faith, we cannot
Switzerland.
escape his notice and each day's work
comes before his inspection.
·
Read "On Carrying the Gospel to
That is why we must do all in a way
D. T. WILLIAMS & SON
H olland by Bill L. Phillips." from The rhar we shall not be ashamed of, and,
-Complete Line of Electrical Equipment and AppliancesH arvest Field. Now in stock at the though it be a difficult task, do it well.
ZENITII RADIOS - KELVINATOR REFRIGERATORS
C_o_l_le..::g_e_B_oo_k_S_to_r_e_ _ _ _ __ _ _For if we but have the Faith, the good-

-0--

APRIL 16.Dr. Benson discussed the recent con·
ference of Big Four representatives at
Moscow and its possible effect upon

ness of our Lord will shine through to
light the way.
We can try, with the help of our
God, to make each day shameless, and
to stand before the great Observer in
the last day with something worth
while to p resent unto him.

Inspection-~

For His

APRIL 18.Movie of the week- "The Wrong
Way Out". This picture was an MGM
film in a series stressing "Crime Does
Not Pay". The wrecked lives of two
mid-western young people were portrayed in such a man ner as to show
that impatience and unwillingness to
cope sensibly with difficult problems
may result in disaster to otherwise normal boys and girls.

as
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GREAM

219 W. Arch St .

_________

DOUGHNUTS
Fresh

Harding College
1

l

Dail~

REMAIN WITH US
IN
SEARCY

A Delicious

MALTED MILK·
ONLY

25c

•

1---~~~~~~- · -···-~......
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KROH '
L A DIES'

Roberson's

s

RENDEZVOUS

APPAREL

1-------'---------------------------~-------~-------'

CAFE

& BUS STATION

MADE FROM
YARNELL'S DELICIOUS ICE CREAM
PLUS
FRESH FROZEN MILK
PLUS
PLENTY OF MALT .

.

,,
I

YOUR INVITATION ·TO VISIT US

r,..

I

STILL ST ANDS-

I

l

"WE WILL BE HAPPY TO SERVE
YOUR PARTIES"

PHONE 223
MEN' S

S TORE

Harding
College Inn
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JO'S

INKWELL ...

by Connell

.Silhouette ·on a ·Th umbnail

P E ·N DJ -PS

on?" "Who did l stand by?" "Where
is my partner?"
The first half can be done with a
few people missing, but when the girls
are ready to wind the streamers, then
it's time to go wake Nadine Young
and Ann Spiro to come take their
places.
Music, and the graceful figures glide
to and fro winding like little fairies.
All are wide-eyed and eager now.
Their little galoshes and rubber boots
(protection again the dew) step lightly down on sparkling green blades of
grass.

PHE L PS
SHOE SHOP
Shoes Repaired W hile
You Wait

PARK AVENUE
GROCERY
HANDY -

i
l

Training School News

~

Hitchhiking round-the-world is a romantic and ambitious plan .
Rex Redvers Bullimore, 23 year old
theological student of Tasmania, Australia, dreamed up his global hike several years ago, only to have the war
disrupt his plans. At war's end he entered the College of The Bible in Malbourne, Australia, but his feet just
wouldn't cake root.
"With $75 in one hand and a list of
friends co call on in the other, Bullimore shipped out of Tasmania on May
22nd, 1946, as steward' on the SS
Musa, loaded with apples and headed
for Montreal. Thirty-one days later he
was in Montreal, well on his way to all
points East.

letter, and a pen-acquaintance sprang
up which lasted through the war.
While speaking before a meeting in
Duluth, Bullimore met a veteran war
nurse who suggested that he visit
Pore Arthur . While there he decided
to interrupt his trip for a shore time to
attend Harding College.

full of light and let that light. "so
shine befo;e men that to others may see
your good works and glorify your
Father which is in heaven." (Matt. 5:
16 ).
Within himself one can not give
forth light, but only as he reflects that
light given off from the One Great

Rex finances his travels as he tours,
doing odd jobs such as painting in order to keep moving. When he finishes his work at Harding he plans to start
moving again. Firs• Montreal, for a
ship to England, where he has relatives.
Then on through the Mediterranean,
the Suez Canal, the Indian Ocean and
back to Australia. He plans to stop off
in Palestine, India, South Africa, and

Rex found that 29 days was all the
time he was allowed to stay in the U.
S., so he hit the trail to Duluth, Minnesota, to visit a pen-pal of his newspaper days, Albert Dufault. Dufault, a
collector of English Language newspapers, wrote for a copy of the Hobart Mercury where Rex was employed.
Rex mailed him a copy, enclosing a

Spring arrival is evident m the
classroom as fifth Qnd sixth grade
students work on a unit in nature study
correlated wi th other courses. They also
have displays of handwriting specimens
and fi nger painting.
-<>'Seventh and eighth grade woodcarvers are completing th is week their displays for the woodcarving contest
which has been in progress several
months. Judgi ng by B ill Morgan and
Forest Moyer will take place next

..---•
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E. D. WAKENIGHT
For Electrical Appliances

•

Nannie l ee Shoffner-Lila Williams !
Margaret Bevill - Mary Shewmake
Phone 449
t

l

.

...____._____.________..._..____.t
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Grocery and Market
"Where you find what you like to eat"

... ......

~~-- ~

MEN

ll

i.....

• •

for .those NEW SPRING SPORTS CLOTHES
... shop at

i

,- - - o - -

11

5c & lOc STORE

We W elcome Harding Students
~

!

l

I
II

I
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I

HELP US BREAK IN
OUR NEW WAFFLE IRO N

Need A Summer Job?

1

YOu can earn moriey this summer and
render a real service at the same time by
selling Bibles and good Christian literature.

i

I

Waffles 20c

I

I

I

DAY OR NIGHT

I

College Beanenr
PARK AVENUE

i•
t

Now on Sale

I

a•• • • •

a

DRY CLEANI NG JOB

Patronize -

Harding College Laundry
and

Dry Cleaning P1ant
"We clean everything biit the ivindows."

l
j

,.
'
;f

Many young men earn enough in this
way <luring the school vacation to pay all
expenses for the following year.
Writ e fo r full information.

Bible School Bookstore
!1
•••

Athens, Alabama

Harding College Students
H'E WELCOME YOU A T A LL TIMES

D & W Men's Store

STERLING ' S

••

O wner

1

- -o-

1

CARTHEL ANGEL

A BETTER LAUNDRY OR

__.,

WHITE · HOUSE

MAKE OU R STORE
YOUR
HEADQUARTERS

\Tisit~
HELEN'S TOT S HOP
1____
( North of Court Square)
i /
Infant and Children's W ear

PARK VIEW
•
SERVICE ST ATION l•

COMPLI M E NTS- -- -1

~HOP 1

I

---- -- --:-1

FOR

-

week.

MODERN BEAUTY

As You Re6ect--

Rex Bullimore

HELPFUL

Jus• off the C ampus

any ot:her place that his . fancy dictates. · ·Source of Illumination, God. Just as
'Sure, and it's a grrrand plan . . . .
the moon must receive its light from
and why not? Rex comes by his wandthe sun, even so the Christian must
erlust naturally; for it has been in the
rurn to the Great Central Power Plant,
family · for years. His grandfather was God, before he can send forth his own
from Cork County, Ireland, and ·· serv- rays of light into a world of darkness.
ed with His Majesty's Forces most of As the moon reflects the rays from the
his life, fihally settling down in Engsun, the Christian i;eflects in his life the
land . Grandfather Bullimore gave his
glory that comes from Christ.
son the name that Rex now bears, Rex
W1thour the sparkle of the Christian
Redvers Bullimore, in honor of Redthe world would be in total darkness.
vers Bulla, an English General in the
If the child of God iets h is light burn
Boer War. Rex's father emigrated from
low, then the shadows of sin and death
England to Australia after the First
begin to lengthen. When we allow our
World War.
"lamp-chimneys" to become smutty,
Upon completi~n of his global treck
dirty, or cracked, thus obstructing the
Rex plans to preach in Australia and
full power of our light rays, we make
probably do missionary work in the
the world a more gloomy, dismal place
Bismarch Archipelago or New Guinea.
of habitation . .As the dust particles in
At any rate he won't be gathering any
the atmosphere. scatter the rays of the
moss for several years to come
sun, thus dispersing their power, even
rolling stones, you know .
so sin in the life of the Christian will
dissipate his influence and ability to do
·
good.
When we can say with our Saviour,
"he that hath seen me hath seen the
By Morgan Buffington
Father" (John 14:9), and again, "Believe me that I am in the Father, and
"-God is light and in Him is no
the Father in me," then our light will
darkness at all." (John 5: 1). Along
radiate
into the four corners of the
with other virtues, a Christian is commanded to array himself in godliness, earth. When the p0wer lines linking
our lives with God, the Great Light,
which, when broken down into its com,
ponent parts means simply, like God. are disrupted or torn down, then it is
For a person to be; God-like he must be that our light fails to shine.

By Nathan Lamb

Isn't this year · flySix forty-five, and Lois begins, "Well
ing? The regular spring
thank you for -" and forty-five girls
term rush is in full
immediately become demonstrators of
swing. We rush here
race-track stars. As a swarm of grass-.i.nd ~ush there trying
hoppers descending on a field of corn,
co get haif the things
the crowd swarms to the dining hall
done we're supposed
and rehearsal is over.
'to. If we do we think
we're
lucky.
Then
CONNf!.LL suddenly, once in a
while, we realize that we ·haven't seen
some of the people we used to chum
with in almost months. School will .
The highlight of the past week in
close and some of those people will be
the training school was the annual edugraduating. 'Nuff said.
cational tour of the upper grades to
-0-Memphis, April 16. Accompanied by
Did you ever hear the toast that Miss Lee, · Mrs. Huddleston, and Mrs.
went :
Draper, thirty students visited the
Here's to the light that lies in
Memphis airport, the zoo, the Pink
women's eyes,
Palace, and radio station, WHBQ. At
And lies, and lies, and lies .
the latter place a program was d'eAnd then there was anotherdicated co them.
Here' s champaign to our real
friends,
Rex Bullimore, Harding student
And real pain to our sham friends .
from Australia, visited th·e trammg
-<>-school April 19, giving an informal lee
Dear old May Fete rehearsal. Or
cure on Australia. Showing items such
did you know that every morning last
as postage stamps, pictures of phases of
week and the week before forty-five
Australian life, a flag, and samples of
girls rose co come to the front lawn at
money, he ~onducted a half hour's dissix (yes, I said six) o'clock to practice
cussion forum during which he answerwinding May poles? Well, let me tell
ed all questions. Of spiecial interest to
you they did! A typical morning saw . the students were such topics as kangtwenty of the half-asleep girls standing
eroos, camping, and the boomerang. A
about the swings waiting at six o'clock.
number of questions were asked about
Six five, and ten more had found their
Australian economy and costs of living.
way, Six ten and ten more. Six-fifteen
--0-and only three missing. Lois HemingMiss Knight has returned to her
way yells "Places" and groping around
to each side of the lawn, some are work in the primacy room after a lengthy illness.
heard to mutter, "'Which side was I

~
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-SPEC I A L.S$1.00 Jergens Lotion .
. ...... . 89c
50c J ergens Lotion
.. ..... 39c
1.00 Fitch Shampoo ...... . .
. ...... 89c
75c Fitch Shampoo .. ..... . .• ........ 59c
50c Colgate Tooth P aste . .. .
. . .... ... 43c
50c Ipana Tooth Paste . . .
. . . .. .... 43c
50c Pepsodent Tooth Paste
. .. .... 43c
75c Listerine Antiseptic
. ..... . 69c
25c Exlax ... . .. . .
. . . . . ........ 19c
Old Spice For Men
Seaforth For Men
~-~oOo~~~

Cosmetics
DuBarry
Elizabeth Arden
Elmo'
Helena Rubinstein
Dorothy Gray
Cara Nome
---oOo~~~-

c u MP LETE

POU N T A I N MEN U

~--oOo~~~-

H eadlee' s Walgreen Drug Store
- and -

Headlee's Rexall Drug Store

•.
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Tennesseans Enjoy
Ice Crea111 Supper
Under the directorship of President
Al Morris, twenty-three members of the
Tennessee club went to the Golf Course
for an ice cream supper Saturday, April
' 19.
The group left the campus at 4:30
p. m., for a two hour outing, during
which they played softball, raced and
are ice cream with chocolate syrup, and
cookies.
Going on the outing were: Mr. and
Mrs. James Kenny and son, Jimmie;
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Burke and son,
Carl; Dr. and Mrs. Joe Pryor; Lowell
Hainline; Mary Ruth Scott; Louise
Roberrs; Margaret Scott; Frances Smith;
Mary Dudney; Catherine Williams;
Reba Simons; Carolyn Dudney;
Al
Morris; Brodie Crouch; James Bobbitt;
Lois Church; Mr. and Mrs. Bill Wallace.
Mr. and Mrs. Burke are sponsors for
the club.

ison, Graydon Burge; Claudia Pruett,
Billy Petty; Dorothy Smith, Lou Evelyn Patten; Betty Harris, Sibyl Hays;
Kathryn Yingling, Robert Perolman;
Helen Summitt, Jack Pruett.
Rena Luttrell, T. M. Hogan; Frances
Smith, J. R. O'Banion; Betty Cureton,
Evert Pickartz; Corrie Curtis, Grover
Sexson; Jane Neal, Douglas Lawyer;
Maxine Mercer, Bill Morgan; Mary
Mason, Stewart Tranum
Dr. and Mrs. Robert Brown were
guests. Mr. and Mrs. S. A Bell sponsored the group.

McFadden Weds
Newman April 5

Academy Juniors
Entertain Seniors
Whh Annual Banquet
The junior class of the Harding Academy entertained seniors with the traditional Junior-Senior banquet Friday
evening. leaving Pattie Cobb reception
room at S o'clock, the group were served fried chicken dinners at the Rendezvous at 5: 30.
An invocation worded by Principal
Perry Mason was followed by a toast
given by Bruce Rhodes. Anne Moorer
welcomed the seniors and Jwill 'Sims
gave the response. Reading of the class
will and testament by Martha Sharp,
and a revelation of class happenings
ten years from now by Betty Blair
made up the remainder of the program.
Decorations

The marriage of Miss Jean McFadden, daughter of Mr. E. E. McFadden
of McFadden, Arkansas, and James
Russell Newman, son of Mr. and Mrs.
J. R. Newman, Sr., of Farmiersville,
Texas, was solemnized here at 2 o'clock
Saturday afternoon, April 5, at the
home of T. H. Sherrill, officiating
minister.
The single ring ceremony was read
in the presence of a few intimate
friends and relatives. The bride wore
a dark dress with pink accessories and
a shoulder corsage of pink carnations.
Immediately following the ceremony
L. C. Club girls and their guests the couple left for a short wedding
gathered at 5 o'clock Monday rooming trip to Mather Lodge on Petit Jean
in the choral studio for coffee and Mountain. They are now at home in
doughnuts before climbing aboard a · · Searcy.
waiting bus headed for Petit Jean
Out of town guests at the wedding
Mountain.
included Mr. and Mrs. ]. R. Newman,
< When settled on the bus on their
Sr., Mr. E. E. McFadden and Mr. and
ld f h · ed b bbl
Mrs. Pat Pearle of McFadden, brotheri0
merry way,
u e gum in-law and sister of the bride.
- as ion
was passed out and everyone became acquainted with others' skill.
The group stopped at Morrilton fo r
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Capps of Wilbreakfast. Upon reaching Petit Jean, lington, Texas, were campus visitors
activities consisting of boat riding, during the week. Mrs. Capps is the
climbing, hiking and sight-seeing were former Ludie Neal .
begun. Lunch consisted of sandwiches,
potato salad, froz;en fruit salad, cookies and cold drinks.
Those going on the outing were :
Billie Baird, Leon Huddleston; Jeanne
Baird, James Bradley; 'Glenna Faye
Grice Ralph Mansell; Jessie Faye Jam-

Monday Outing Is
Held At Petit Jean

l

of

the banquet room

were in green and white, the senior
class colors. Clothes pin dolls dressed
in cap and gown were favors, with
miniature diplomas containing the
menu and program serving as place
cards.
Gifts were presented by the two
classes to their sponsors, Mr. and Mrs.
Mason, Miss Lou Dugger, and Virgil
Lawyer.

Those attending were Betty Blair,
]will Sims; Annie Moorer, Bruce Rhodes
Earline Franklin, Singleton Kamp;
Mary Lou Owens, Curtis McGuire;
Hilda Phipps, Percy Witty; Pauline
Whelchel, Dean Shaffer; Shirley Jo
Duffel, Glen Craft; Ruby HaywOQd,
Doug Reaves; Mary Jo Lawyer, Calvin
Davis; Alice Marie Simpson, Tommy
Clark;

Jean Ashcraft, Oneta Dorris,

Allen

Brown, Charles Gray, Freda Herndon,
Anita Showers, Lowell Hainline, Golden Young, Lorene Nicho~, Martha
Sharp, Dorothy Templeron, Faye Nichols, Lloydene Sanderson, Betty Nicks,
Petit Jean lasblee, Kathryn Cone,
Patsy Stewart, Sara Delaschmidt, Carolyn Bradley.

~······

to school.

-0--

Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Greenway
were campus visitors Sunday. Mr.
Greenway is a former student.
--<>Stewart Tranum, who is taking flying lessons at the Searcy Flying School,
soloed Tuesday, April 15.

Engagements
Smith-Mangum

l

I
l

DELUXE · l
BARBER SHOP

I!

Your Patronage Highly Appreciated
S. A. Coffey - 0. A. West
W. E. Walls
t

------------~--·------------·....

Perry, Jr., drove tO Memphis for a
weekend visit with her parents, M.r. an.d
Mrs. G. C. Brewer. They were accompanied by Tom Lavender and Ed Ca.de,
who live in Memphis
-0--

Rae Nell Cope of Paducah, Kentucky
is the guest of Vivian Rogers.
-0--

M.rs. Olen Kimbrough of Wb.earan,
Missouri, is the guest of her daughter,
Darlene.
-<>Mary Bell Garner went. to her h.ome
in Calico Rock over the weekend. She
was accompanied by Thelda Healy.
-<>Ralph Noffsinger left last week for
his home in Wichita, Kansas, because
of the serious illness of his father.
The Harvest Field - Paper bound,
$1; cloth bound $1.50 - bas just been
received at the College Book 'Store.

-0--

Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Hughes

Read of possibilities of million work
in The Canal Zone by Henry Fowler
from The Harvest Fi:eld. Now in stock
at the College Book Sto_r_e._ _ _ __

and
daughter, Eddie Jo, of Hoskinston,
~ennicky, are campus visitors.
--0-

Mr. and Mrs. James G. Gunselman
announce the birth of a daughter, Don-

STOTT'S
DRUGSTORE
--o--

Welcome, Harding Students, To

vVelcome to
VANITY BOX
BEAUTY SHOP
PHONE 344

1.............................. ......

II

SEARCY, ARKANSAS

Bradley's Barber Shop

PRESCRIPTIONS

-A shop that tries to be Christian-W esr· Market Street
Bradley
Cato

PHONE 33

SMITH'S

SHOE

STORE

FANCY SOCKS AND COLORED SHOE STRINGS
SHOE POLISH - Use Renew - Make Old Shoes New

WELCOME TO

i

Mayfair

--0--

M.r. and Mrs. Perry Mason and son,

--0--

Lois Vaughan, Joanna Thurston,
Bernie Vines, Edna Hodge, ~md Doris
Gibson drove to their homes in Oklahoma far a weekend visit. Bernie was
rhe guest of Lois Vaughan at her home
in Granite.
-oMr. and Mrs. S. F. Timmerman and
little daughter of Oak Ridge, Tennes~
see, were campus visitors last week
while enroute to Oklahoma to visit Mrs.
Timmerman's parents and conduct a
meeting at Poteau, Oklahoma. Mr. and
Mrs. Timmerman are former srudents.
She is the former Maxine Paxon.

Mr. and Mrs. H. J. Smith of Memphis announce the engagement of their
daughter, Dorothy Ann, to Cary Ross
Mangum, son of Mr. and Mrs. C. P.
Mangum of Culver City, California.
Dorothy is a senior ma1ormg in
home economics. She is a member of
the L. C. social club, home economics
club, secretary-treasurer of the caro:Cra
club, and alumni editor of the Bison.
Ross, who attended Harding in 1943,
is now doing radio work in Los Angeles. He plans to enter the University
of California in the fall.
The marriage will be solemnized in
California in A~gust.

Corner Spruce & Race Sts.

--Phone 22 5

na Marie, Monday, April 14, at the
Hawkins Hospital Clinic.
--<>-Elizabeth Allen, who underwent a.n
jPpendectomy last week ,has reru.ro.ed

······~~

Mary .A,lice Cranford spent the weekend at her home in Perryville.

:-------------------------------------1
•
M.
M. GARRISON
•
t
OPTOMETRIST AND JEWELER
!

•
l

....

Allen's Quality Bakery

Smith-Vaughan Mercantile
Company

"Home of Good Eats"

"White County's Fastest Growing Store"

.......

GEORGE BELL
MOTOR COMPANY

MOBILGAS
MOBILOIL
Let Th'is Garage Serve You
-for-

"Better Service To All Is Our Goal"

HARDING STUDENTS ESPECIALLY
WELCOME TO-

Robertson's Drug Store

Coffee Bar Eat Shop

---oO<>---'-

(Back of Plaza Theatre)

-GIFTS-DRUGS-ANTIQUES-

-Drinks
-Pies

-Sandwiches
-Chili

TELEPHONE 112

;----------------------------------------1

WHITEHOUSE

CAFE

Meals
I
I
I

•

Short Orders
---0-

"A PLACE WHERE YOU CAN COME
KNOWING YOU WILL BE WELCOME"

Largest Store in Searcy
LADIES'- H a ts
Coats
-Dresses
-Shoes
MEN'S-Ha ts
-Shirts
-Suits

-Sho~s

Robbins-Sanford
Merc(l.ntile Company

1--------

l

HARDING·----~
WE APPRECIATE YOUR
BUSINESS

----o----

Security Bank
"A Friendly Institution"

•
---- ... ·-·· _-.

-. ·-----,--....
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Intramural Softball Comes To Close -.:- ·SPORTS CHATTER -:- Tate Pitches Tigers To l2-4 Win
·As Yanks Beat Cubs 6-5 For Title
Over Red Sox In B~seball Opener
·Following is the list of the
Intramural Softball AllrStars

With four Cub errors setting the
stage, Pitcher Clark 'Stevens banged a
iine d~ive single i~to right-cencer field
to ·score Keith Thompson from-' third
b.ase . and give the American League
Yankees a 6 to 5 victory Saturday in the
fin~ls of the intramur;l softball tournament.
. Trailing by a run going into the last
frame, the Yan.ks took advantage of the
Cub miscues to pull the game out of
the fire and earn the campus championship.
Paul White led off the bott0m part
of the final frame by lining a drive to
Shortstop Colis Campbell who dropped
it. Charles Draper went out on a
grounder to first, White going to second. Coy Campbell let Thompson's
slow roller go between his legs, White
scoring the tying run. After Catcher
Brodie Crouch let Thompson advance
to second. by a passed ball, Jimmie
Thomas dropped Joe Webb's drive at
third. Cecil Beck advanced both runners
as he was thrown out by Pitcher George
Reagan. Stevens looked at two of Reagan's tosses then lined the game-winning blow to right-center.
The National Leaguers scored first,
garnering a couple of runs in the opening round on a Yankee error, a double
by Reagan, and Colis Campbell's single.
They got two more in the second on
two walks, a stolen base, and two fielder's choices. Thompson let John
Brown's fly go through his hands for
a four-base fumble in the fourth for the
last Cub run.
The Yankees pecked away at the
Cubs lead with single runs in the second, third, £if th, and sixth. Two doubles
by Webb, one by Jimmie Miller, and
Brickk Hurst's triple were the big
blows.
Stevens let the Cubs down with only
three base hits and one earned run.
Hard luck kept Reagan in trouble all
the way as his teammates committed
eight errors.
YANKEESr
h po a
ab
Smith, rf
0
0
1
0
0
Webb, c
0
2
2
5
3
Beck, If
0
4
2
2
0
Stevens, p
1
4
0
0
Perrin, ss
0
1
3
3
Miller, 2b
2
0
0
3
1
2
Hurst, 3b
2
4
3
White, lb
1
0
3 0
3
4
Draper, c-rf
0
0
0
3
Thompson, cf
0
1
0
0
3
TOTALS
CUBS-Thomas, 3b
Wright, lb
Roper, cf
Reagan, p
C. C'beJl, SS
Crouch, c
Coy C'bell, 2b
Brown, rf
Wilkerson, lf

30

6

ab
2

4
4
3
3
3
3
2
3

r

9

21

5

h

po
2
10
2
0
0

a

0
0
1
1

0

0

0

1
0

0
2
1

0
0
0

1
0

2

1
0
2
0

4
1

0
0

2
0

1947

Mowrer Whiffs 20 In
In 5-3 Win Over Cards
Max Mowrer set himself some sort of
a Harding record Tuesday as he threw
his curve ball past the bats of twenty
men in notching . a 5 to 3 victory for
the Dodgers over the Cardinals. He
allowed only two hits, both of the
scratch variety, while passing one to
first for the finest pitching performance of this or any other .intramural
season at Harding.
The Dodgers had to go an extra inning to win, even with ' the exceptional
pitching they received. Three unearned
runs gave the Cards a second inning
lead that they held until the fifth.
Skipper 'Steve Eckstein's single off
Ulyss Word's glove was the big factor
in the Cards rally.
A double by George Reagan and
singles by Mowrer and Jimmie Atkinson
got the Dodgers a couple in the third.
Jack Lawyer singled, stole second and
scored on Atkinson's second hit to tie
the game in the fifth.
Two unearned runs in the top half
of the eighth gave the Dodgers the
game, the first in the National League.
DODGERS- ab
h po a
Ulyss Word, 2b 3
1
1
2
J. Lawyer, lb
4
2
4
0
Reagan, 3b
5
1
1
0
0
Mowrer, p
4
1
0
Atkinson, ss
4
0
2
0
0
Lawrence, If
4
0
0
0
0
Barton, cf
3
1
2
1
0
Jackson, c
4
0
l 17
2
V. Lawyer, rf
2
0
0
0 '- 0
Summitt, rf
0
0
0
O
TOTA.IS

34

CARDINALS
ab
Wilson, rf
2
4
J. Harris, ss
4.
Hurst, lf-3b
Kelley, lb
2
Eckstein, cf
3
Catterton, 3b-lf 3
Bennett, 2b
3
Sandoval, c
3
W. Wells, p
3
Young, rf
2

5

10

0

h
0

24

po
0
2

4
a

0
3

0
0

0
0
0

10

0
0

1

1

0

0

1
0
0

2
1

0

0

4

1

0
0

0

1

1
1

2

2
3

2
0

TOTALS 29
2 23x 12
3
X J. Lawyer out for failing to touch
second base in 3rd.
Errors: Bennett 2, Harris, Hurse 2,
Catterton, Sandoval 2, ]. Lawyer, Jackson. Runs batted in: Eckstein, Sandoval,
Atkinson 2, Mowrer, Summitt. 2-base
hits: Reagan, Barton 2. 3-base hits:
J. Lawyer. Stolen base: Word 2, J.
Lawyer, Reagan, Mowrer, Martan 2,
Catterton, Sandoval, Young. Left' on
bas~s: Dodgers 9, Cards 3. Bases on
balls: off Mowrer 1, Wells 4. Earned
runs: Mowrer 0, Wells 2. Passed balls :
Jackson, Sandoval. Umpires: A. Hart,
Moore, D . Lawyer, Wright.
Dodgers
0 0 2 0 1 0 0 2-5
Cardinals
0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0-3

TOTALS 27
5
3 19xz 9
Yankees
0
1 0 1 1 2-6
Cubs
2 2 0 1 0 0 0-5 '
X Two out when winning run scored.
All play and no jack will not work
Z Beck out for getting off base in 3rd. _ei_rh_e_r_.- - - - - - - - - - - Errors : Whire, Perrin, Thompson,
Thomas, Colis Campbell 2, Coy CampCompliments
bell, Wilkerson, Brown, Crouch 2.
Runs batted in : Reagan, Colis CampSANITARY
bell, Wright, Beck, Stevens. 2-base
hits: Webb 2, Miller, Reagan. 3-base
MARKET
hit : Hurst. Stolen bases : Brown,
Wilkerson. Left on bases: Yankees 4,
Cubs 4. Earned runs: Yankees 1, Cubs
1. Bases on balls: off Reagan 0, Stevens 3. Struck out: by Reagan 4, by
Stevens 5. Wild pitches: Reagan 0,
Stevens 3. Passed balls: Draper 2,
Crouch 1. Umpires: Kelley, Kimbrough
Starling and Edwards.

CENTRAL
ARKANSAS RADIO
COMPANY
106 E. Market , Phone No. 8

COMPLIMENTS

OF~

STANDARD OIL ·
COMPANY
OF NEW JERSEY

,ts

chosen by the team captains and released by Coach Berryhill:
NATIONAL LEAGUE
P-George Reagan, Cubs
P- Jack Lawyer, Dodgers
C-Brodie Crouch; Cubs .
G-Bill O'Neal, Braves
lB-Lloyd Wright, Cubs
2B- Martiri · f~oti\ns, Card.i~~ls
SS-Jimmie Atkinson, B.raves
38-Ted ·Farmer, Braves
3B- Herb Lawrence, Dodgers
Util. Inf- Colis Campbell Cubs
OF- Steve Eckstein, Braves
OF-Ernie Wilkerson, Cubs
OF- Jesse Vanhooser, Braves
Util . OF- Arvin Edwards, Cards

AMERICAN LEAGBE
P--Clark Stevens, Yankees
P- Malcolm Kelley, Red Sox
G-Joe Webb, Yankees
C-Bill Simpson, Red Sox
l B-Max Mowrer, Indians
2B-George Parker, Tigers
SS-Jesse Moore, Red Sox
3B-Wendel1 Kimbrotigh, Red S.
Util. Inf- Joe Wells, Red Sox
OF-Cecil Beck, Yankees
OF- Lester Perrin, Yankees
OF--Carl Tate, Indians

Note: Farmer and Lawrence tied for third base. No utility outfielder
chosen in American League.

Trac'J, and Field Day Set For May 2
Harding's greatesr athletic spectacle of the year will be unreeled
Friday, May 2, when the 10th annual Track and Field Day will be
held. Coach Berryhill, in announcing the date, also stated that Hugh
Rh odes and his track and field class will do the officiating. "Rhodes
and Company, Officials," did their prepping this year at the White
County meet held at W est Point recently and are all set to help make
this year's event one of the best.
The Frosh are in the "dark horse" role this time as usual. Only
two or three of their squad members have ever performed on the
Hardin~ cinders, so they hold the key to the outcome.
The 880 yard relay has been added to the list of events making
the lineup read like this: 100 and 220 yard dashes; 880 and mile runs;
440, 880, and mile relays; 100 yard low hurdles; high jump; broad
jump; pole vault; discus throw; and shot put.
If my ever-searching fingers can dig
up the necessary information I will have
a complete list of the Harding T and
F records next week. Something to
shoot at, you know.
A girls' softball game is to follo:w
the track finals at about 3 :00 Friday
afternoon, while a baseball game will
ring down the curtain on a full day of
athletics.
SPORT SHORTSATTENTION
MAX
MOWRER
AND HAROtD JACK'SON: This is to
notify you that the Frosh softball pfayoff is scheduled for next Monday. Either in the morning or afternoon, as you
choose . . . FOR THE FIRST TIME
this year I had a complete scoop on releasing an all-star lineup . . . I ASKED JONNIE (BROOKLYN) WANGOR why he didn't sign up for baseball. "I was afraid they would put me
on the CARDINALS and that would be
disloyal to LEO," he answered ... ALL
YOU SOFTBALL sluggers may drop
into the BISON office and take a peek
~t the complete batting averages for the

....
WESTERN

AUTO

STORE

J. C. JAMES, JR., Mgr

l

--------------

tourney just finished, they're posred on
the bulletin board . . . 'SEEMS LIKE
the game of the year may be the
YANKEE - TIGER clash scheduled for
next week. The Yanks looked good in
practice Monday, while the Tigers
showed class in winning the opener .
. . THE REGISTRAR'S OFFICE had
quite a gang of visitors the last few
days - guys checking on guys as co
what class guys are really in - T and
F CAPTAINS hunting talent.

Compliments of

--1

SEARCY ICE AND
COAL COMPANY

i

1_ _!_hone 555 ___j
Come let us help you with your
skin problems with Dermetics
Cosmetics

Quaint Beauty Shop
Christine Fraser, Owner Phone 440

Speedy Moore's Tigers establish'ed
themselves as the team to beat in the
American League Saturday as they
pounded the offerings of two Red Sox
pitchers for a 12 co 4 victory in the
opening game of the intramural baseball tournament.
Carl Tate pitched a steady brand of
ball all the way to set the highly regarded 'Sox down with sev'en hits. He
gave them single runs in the first and
second and two in the third, but from
there on he was invincible. Only eleven
men batted again!it him in the last
three innings. He struck out nine.
The Tigers took an early lead by
counting twice in the first on a Sox
error, doubles by Tate and Wendell
Kimbrough, and Moore's single. They
added a trio in the third on a walk,
three stolen bases, Tate's second double
of the contest, another Sox miscue. A
five-run outburst in the fifth put che
game out of the 'Sox's reach. Ferrel Mason's double to right was the big blow
of this rally, as ic scored two teammates. Shortstop George Parker got a
double and Tate and Moore hit singles
to add the other three.
Captain Lloyd Wright pitched creditable ball for the first three innings ·
before he went out with a sore arm.
The Tigers banged reliefer J er.ry BraJley for the fifth inning rally plus
seven more runs in the first half of the
seventh , only co have the latter group
go for naught as darkness halted tlv
ccntest before the Sox could take their
s~venth round cuts. The score revcrw..!
Le. the end of the sixth.

BOX 'SCORE
TIGERSab
h po
Tranum, cf
4
3
0
Parker, ss
4
1
4
Kimbrough, 3b 2
2
1
l
Tate, p
4
2
3
1
Moore, c
4
2
9
H. Rhodes, lb 3
0
2
Shaffer, 2b
3
1
0
0
Mason, rf
4
1
1
0
Thomas, lf
_3__o__o
__o

RED SOX-

TOTALS

31
ab

Miller, lf
c. C'b'ell 3b

4
4

12

9 17
h po

2
0

0

I

'.·

WOOD-FREEMAN

•

co.

26

4

7

18

Crouch·-Lewis Win
HorseshoeTournament

0

a

o

The winners reached the finals by
drawing a bye in the first round, defeating Colis Campbell - George Reagan in the second and Bill Simpson Cecil Beck in the third. Jack and Doug
drew a bye, then beat Rex Tillman Don Dixon and Charles Shaffer - Chas.
Draper.

1

Twelve teams were entered.

:..-----------------.--.~--Compliments of
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v;rHITE COUNTY
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Come Over and See Us

I

•
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J. D. Phillips & Son
RADIOS

~

RECORDS

120 W. Race St.

1
l

WATERCO.

l
CENTRAL
BARBER SHOP

7

l

Phone 76. ,

~===================~

t

HERE TO SERVE-

LUMBER

1
0
0
0

X-RAYS

Relax ..•
have a Coke

•i..------(-----------1
I

TOTALS

Tigers
2 0 3 2 5 0 12
Red Sox
112 000
4
Errors : Parker 2, Moore 2, Lawyer
2~ Bradley 2, Kratz, Wright, Hart. Runs
batted in: Hart, Miller, Kratz, Word,
Tate 3, Kimbrough, Rhodes, Shaffer,
Mason 2, Thomas, Parker. 2-base hits:
Word, Tate 2, Mason, Kimbrough,
Parker. Stolen bases : Miller, Campbell,
Lawyer, l'ranum 2, Kimbrough 2,
Moore 2, Rhodes 2, Shaffer, Mason 3,
Thomas. Left on bases: Tigers 6, Red
Sox 7. Earned runs : off Wright 1,
Bradley 5, Tate 4. Bases on balls: off
Wright 2, Bradley 4, Tate 2. Struck
out : Wright 4, Bradley 1, Tate 9.
Wild pitches: Wright 1, ~radley 2.
Losing pitcher: Wright. Umpires: Bell,
Eckstein, J. Lawyer, Wilkerson.

Taking two out of three games in the
finals from Jack and Doug Lawyer,
Brodie Crouch and Claude Lewis captured first place in the doubles horse
shoes tournament concluded • Friday.
Scores were 21-12, 20-21, and 21-19.
a
With the score tied in the last game
O , at 19-19, Crouch threw a ringer. Doug
O covered it with his first shoe, but
0
knocked his own off with the second
0
one, giving Crouch and Lewis the title.

DR. R. W. TOLER
Dentist

t ____________
_
Phone No. 30

I

2

A. Hart, c
3
0
0
4
0
Bradley, ss-p
2
0
1
0
Wright, p-lb
3
1
5
1
L. Word, cf
3
I
1
0
0
Kratz, 2b-ss
3
0
2
1
5
D . Lawyer, lb-2b 2
1
0
2
0
Tillman, rf
_..2_ _
0 __0_ _1_ _
0

I

'

--:...-0--

Building Materials

i______________~
Phone 446

"

TRUMAN BAKER
CHEVROLET COMPANY
Come In To See Our
1946
CHEVROLET
200 East Race St.

Phones 212 - 303

BOmED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY

THE COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF ARKANSAS

\

